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ABSTRACT

Recent work investigates the combination of Computer Algebra Systems and Automated Theorem Provers
We elaborate a concrete example� the generic construction of complex numbers� quaternions� Cayley
numbers on top of real numbers The implementation is done by a functor in the programming language
SML which can be instantiated to perform the algebraic computations Another instantiation of the same
functor with symbolic expressions is used to perform reasoning about the resulting structure with the help
of an external equational prover � the Larch Prover and also by symbolic evaluation of examples
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� Introduction

Computer Algebra Systems �CAS� can perform a large number of algebraic manipulations Automated
Theorem Provers �ATP� support the rigorous development of proofs Recent e�orts concentrate on the
combination of the two enhancing the proving capabilities of ATP �HC��� and verifying the calculations
of CAS �KKS���

This paper focuses on a concrete example combining computations and deductions The example stud�
ies a basic building block of mathematics� numbers Nevertheless the involved computations are interesting
and the corresponding deductions are not just of small size

Starting out from natural numbers �N� more complex structures can be built like integers �Z�� ra�
tional numbers �Q�� real numbers �R�� complex numbers �C � This process involves several interesting
constructions like�

congruence relations �a� b� � �c� d� �� a�d � b�c used eg for de�ningZas N�N�� where � becomes
addition�

Cauchy sequences ff � N� Qj�� � ��n�m�m� � n � jf�m� 	 f�m��j � �g as a way to de�ne R�
duplication �a� b�
 �c� d� �� �ac	 bd� ad� bc� as the key formula for de�ning the multiplication in C seen

as pairs of elements from R

Related abstract algebraic notions to classify these and other number systems are for instance group� ring�
and �eld cf �Lip
��

Our example examines the construction of complex numbers C � quaternions H and Cayley numbers
O starting from real numbers R To achieve this we study a generic duplication method M Iterating the
application of this method �M results in the following sequence� R�M C �M H �M O

We implemented this generic construction in the functional programming language SML �MTH���
MT��� Functors of SML allow the implementation of parameterized structures �Pau��� The functor can
be instantiated and iterated by providing the built�in reals and thereafter concrete computations can
be carried out

On the other hand we were interested in the study of the resulting structure� ie the investigation
whether they are a �eld� a skew �eld� a division ring or just a ring Thus the same functor was instantiated
with a symbolic structure All the operations expand in this case to a symbolic expression over the provided
symbolic structure

Term rewriting systems �TRS cf �DJ��� Klo���� are used to investigate equational theories �Bac���
In particular there exist canonical systems �modulo AC� ie associativity and commutativity� for groups�
rings� and algebras �Hul
�� Geh��� Therefore it was natural to attempt equational reasoning about this
symbolic structure

We have built an interface from the symbolic expressions to the external theorem prover LP � the
Larch Prover �GG��� This is an theorem prover which supports the determination of canonical term
rewriting systems and allows the user to provide termination orderings Besides it allows a detailed trace
with various levels and scripting such that computations can externally be repeated

The main contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows�

� a generic construction of complex and hyper�complex numbers in SML ready for experiments with
di�erent instantiations�

� an interesting example for the combination of computation and deduction by instantiating the same
functor code�

� a simple method to interface SML with an external theorem prover along with an attempt to handle
decision problems related to rings and �elds

In Sec � we brie�y summarize related abstract algebraic notions Sec � presents the generic duplication
of real numbers The relationship with term rewriting is shown in Sec � The two di�erent instantiations
of the functor are given in Sec � We discuss the experimental results in Sec � and �nally conclude and
suggest future work

� Some Background

In this section we recall abstract algebraic notions which are suitable for the study of di�erent number
systems We present the de�nitions of groups� rings� �elds in the equational style and mention algebras
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cf �OS��� These notions will be needed to analyze the real� complex� and hyper�complex numbers and to
formulate related rewrite systems

De�nition� �Group	
 �G� �� �� �� is called a group if G �� � is a non�empty set� � a binary operation�
� an unary operation and �  G an element� such that the following laws hold�

x � �y � z� � �x � y� � z ���

x � � � x � � � x ���

x � x� � � � x� � x ���

If furthermore holds

x � y � y � x ���

it is called Abelian group or commutative group

Example �	 The natural numbers N are not a group yet since they lack the inverse operation � although
they have a unit element � which is zero The integers �Z���	��� form an Abelian group Also the rational
numbers without zero with respect to multiplication �Q n f�g� 
� ��� �� form an Abelian group

De�nition� �Ring	
 �R� 
���	� �� is called a ring if �R���	� �� is an Abelian group and furthermore
for the binary operation 
 holds�

x 
 �y � z� � �x 
 y� � �x 
 z� ���

�x� y� 
 z � �x 
 z� � �y 
 z� ���

Additionally R is called�

associative if x 
 �y 
 z� � �x 
 y� 
 z�
commutative if x 
 y � y 
 x�
unit ring if there exists �  R with x 
 � � x � � 
 x

Example 
	 �Z� 
���	� �� is a commutative and associative unit ring where � is the usual number one
Also �Q� 
���	� �� is a commutative and associative unit ring again with � being the number one For a
given commutative and associative unit ring R the set R� denotes all invertible elements of R with respect
to the operation 
� egZ� � f�g and Q� � Q n f�g

De�nition� �Field	
 �F� 
��� ���	� �� �� is a skew �eld if�

� � �� ��
� �F� 
���	� �� is an associative unit ring with unit ��
� �F n f�g� 
� ��� �� is a group

If �F� 
���	� �� is also a commutative ring F is simply called a �eld

Example �	 �Q� 
��� ���	� �� �� and �R�
��� ���	� �� �� are both �elds Let Mn be the set of invertible
n� n matrices with � � n  N Then Mn is a skew �eld with respect to the usual matrix operations

Remark	 At the end we mention the notion of an algebra Since it will not be needed in the main �ow we
only sketch the de�nition It makes use of the notion of a vector space over a �eld and of bilinearity

De�nition �Algebra	
 A structure �A� 
��� which

� is a vector space over a given �eld F with addition � and
� where 
 is a bilinear operation

is called an algebra

Remark	 Obviously A with 
 and � is a ring and therefore called associative� commutative� with unit if
this holds for the corresponding ring A is a division algebra if A� � A n f�g For example each �eld is a
division algebra over itself
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� The Generic Duplication

In this section we present the appropriate method for duplication We start from the construction of the
complex numbers on top of the real numbers Afterwards we generalize this construction in that it can be
reused for the iteration to construct also the hyper�complex numbers

Remark	 New number structures usually arose from the need to solve certain algebraic equations For
example in case of given a and b the equation a � x � b has not always solutions in N but in Zand the
equation a 
 x � b for a �� � has not always solutions in Zbut in Q The equation x� 	 � � � cannot be
solved over Q but it has a solution over R

Problem�	 There are still algebraic equations which cannot be solved over R The simplest example of
such an equation is x� � � � � Therefore it is natural to look for a smallest extension of the �eld of real
numbers such that this equation has a solution

Method cf	 �OS����	 The resulting structure� the complex numbers C � can be constructed as ordered pairs
over the real numbers� ie C �� R�Rwith the following operations�

�C �� ��R� �R�

�C �� ��R� �R�

�a� b� �C �c� d� �� �a �Rc� b�Rd�

	C�a� b� �� �	Ra�	Rb�

�a� b� 
C �c� d� �� ��a 
Rc� �R�	R�b 
Rd��� �a 
Rd� �R�b 
Rc��

�a� b���
C

�� �a 
R��a 
Ra� �R�b 
Rb��
��

R
�	Rb 
R��a 
Ra� �R�b 
Rb��

��

R
�

For the pair �a� b� with a� b  R it is also usual to write a 
 � � b 
 i � a � b 
 i which corresponds to a
representation of the vector �a� b� over the base f�C � ��R� �R�� iC � ��R� �R�g Now i is a solution of the
previously mentioned equation

Lemma�
 C is a �eld	

Proof cf	 �OS����	 This can be shown by algebraic calculations verifying all necessary equations Hereby
all the calculations can be done over the real numbers The involved equality is�

�a� b� �C �c� d� �� a �Rc � b �Rd

Problem�	 Can this construction given above be generalized such that its iteration leads to the hyper�
complex numbers� In its current presentation it is rather speci�c for the complex numbers Furthermore
some useful auxiliary operations are missing

Method cf	 �OS����	 There are two possibilities to proceed� either provide some operations from the
real numbers in all structures or just refer to the corresponding previous structure We prefer the latter
approach Anyway R can always be embed

The following auxiliary notions are useful�

��r  R� �� �r� �R�  C

�a� b�
C
�� �a�	Rb�

j�a� b�j �� �a 
Ra� �R�b 
Rb�

� is the embedding of real numbers into complex numbers �z is called the conjugate complex number for
z and jzj the square of the norm of the complex number z

With the help of these auxiliary operation we reformulate the construction of the complex numbers�

�a� b� 
C �c� d� �� ��a 
Rc� �R�	R� �d 
Rb��� �d 
Ra� �R�c 
R�b��

�a� b���
C

�� ��a 
Rj�a� b�j
��

R
� �	Rb� 
Rj�a� b�j

��

R
�

In this construction �a is the conjugate of a real number which is the number itself For the iteration the
order of those operations is important
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Remark	 The entire generic construction of the new structure in terms of a given one can be found in
the appendix coded in the programming language SML In particular we make use of the state�of�the�art
module facility which allows parameterized structures The given generic constructions corresponds to a
functor in SML

We call this construction Double since it always forms pairs from the given structure and de�nes the
new operations in terms of the old operations The equality of elements corresponds to the equality of
all components It should be noted that properties of the de�ned operations reduce to properties of the
operations in the previous structure

The actual implementation includes some further useful functions which allow an easier input and
output of values Additionally we provide the embedding of the real numbers into all the structures Since
we successively construct higher�dimensional vector spaces over the real numbers also a base of this vector
space is provided

� Related Term Rewriting Systems

This section reviews term rewriting systems which are related to the characterization of numbers �Hul
��
Geh��� For the algebraic notions of ring and �eld we mention the way they can be treated with methods
from term rewriting The presented systems have been veri�ed with help of the Larch Prover �GG���

Remark	 The chosen de�nition for a group and ring are equational theories Other formulations just state
the existence of an inverse element with respect to addition With the help of the other axioms it can be
shown that the inverse is unique and therefore corresponds to a function

The properties of the real numbers are of main interest As a �rst step we present a canonical system
for an associative and commutative unit ring This system can be used to decide the equality of two given
terms

Theorem�
 The following is a canonical term rewriting system for the equational theory of an associ�
ative� commutative unit ring i	e	 modulo AC�rewriting for � and 
��

x� � �� x ���

x� ��x� �� � ���

x � � �� x ���

x � �y � z� �� �x � y� � �x � z� ���

�� �� � �	�

���x� �� x �
�

x� ���y � x�� �� �y ���

��x� ��y�� �� ��x� � y ���

��x� � ��y� �� ��x� y� ��

x � � �� � ����

��x� � y �� ��x � y� ����

Proof cf	 �Hul��� Geh�
��	 The given system is produced by the Larch prover with the input�

declare sort Ring
declare variables x� y� z� Ring
declare operators

������ Ring� Ring �� Ring
������ Ring� Ring �� Ring
���� Ring �� Ring
�� �� Ring
	� �� Ring




set ordering polynomial
register polynomial � x � y � 	
register polynomial � x � y
register polynomial � x � 	
register polynomial � 	
register polynomial 	 �
assert

ac ��
x � �  x�
x � ��x�  ��
ac ��
x � 	  x�
x � �y � z�  �x � y� � �x � z�




complete
display
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The equational theory is preceded by a simple polynomial interpretation for the operators This type
of interpretation can also establish termination in case of AC operators ut

Remark	 With the system for an associative� commutative unit ring most of the properties for the complex
and hyper�complex numbers can be shown It remains to consider the multiplicative inverse This is the
only missing component for the notion of a �eld

Problem�	 Is there a relatively easy way to prove certain properties of the real numbers which involve
also multiplicative inverses� One problem is the possibility of divisions by zero On the other hand we do
not want to consider the full theory of real closed �elds even though it is decidable �Col���

Method 	 One way out is a construction already mentioned in the introduction Equations involving the
division can be handled with pairs of ring elements like numerator and denominator �ie two real numbers�
together with a congruence relation�

�a� b� � �c� d� �� a 
 d � b 
 c

At the moment we do not consider the problem of the division by zero which could be handled by a
constraint solving mechanism

Example �	 We show this method coded with the help of the Larch prover including termination It would
be easy to add some code which propagates constraints� which in our case could collect all denominators

declare sort Field
declare operators

pair� Ring� Ring �� Field
plus� Field� Field �� Field
times� Field� Field �� Field
neg� Field �� Field
inv� Field �� Field
zero� �� Field
one� �� Field
eq� Field� Field �� Ring




register polynomial pair x � y
register polynomial plus x � y
register polynomial times x � y
register polynomial neg x � �
register polynomial inv x � 	
register polynomial zero �
register polynomial one �
register polynomial eq x � y
declare variables a�b�c�d � Ring
assert

plus�pair�a�b�� pair�c�d��  pair��a�d� � �b�c� � b � d��
times�pair�a�b�� pair�c�d��  pair�a � c� b � d��
neg�pair�a�b��  pair�� a� b��
inv�pair�a�b��  pair�b� a��
zero  pair��� 	��
one  pair�	� 	��
eq�pair�a�b��pair�c�d��  �a � d� � �� �b � c��




complete
display

In any case we want to apply this method only for checking the inverse element with respect to
multiplication

Lemma��
 The following hold�
i� r � � �� jrj � � for all r  R�
ii� z � � �� jzj � � for all z  C �
iii�
P

i x
�

i � � �� �i � xi � � for all xi  R	

Remark	 These properties are obvious They guarantee that for all the constructed structures on top of
the real number the function reci is well de�ned for all elements di�erent from zero Since we will not
consider other questions we drop a constraint propagation scheme
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� Combining Computation and Deduction

This section shows how the same functor is instantiated twice One instantiation results in a structure to
be used for computations Another instantiation with symbolic terms allows to check certain properties of
the resulting structures which is done with the help of a simple interface to the externally running Larch
prover

We are interested in both�

� in computations in the resulting structures�
� in deductions about the resulting structures

Therefore it is important that both work with the same code On the other hand we start out from a base
structure � here the real numbers � where we just assume certain properties to hold

Firstly we show the instantiation of the functor shown in the appendix with a structure to allow
computations To do this we simply supply it with the built�in data type of real numbers�

structure Reals � FieldLike 
struct

type ground  real
val dimension  	
type �  real
fun g�f r  r
val base  �	
��

exception Dimension
fun gl�f��r��  r
� gl�f���  raise Dimension

fun f�gl�r�  �r�
fun f�s�r�  Makestring
realToSciStr�r� ��

val plus  Real
�
val zero  �
�
val neg  Real
�
val times  Real
�
val one  	
�

exception ZeroInverse
val sprod  Real
�
fun conj r  r
fun norm r  Real
��r�r�
fun reci�r�  ��one � r� handle Div � raise ZeroInverse�

end

structure Rc  Reals

structure Cc  Double�structure G  Reals
structure F  Rc�

structure Qc  Double�structure G  Reals
structure F  Cc�

structure Oc  Double�structure G  Reals
structure F  Qc�

structure Hc  Double�structure G  Reals
structure F  Oc�

The functions gl�f and f�gl simplify the input and output of values and the functions f�s produces
strings which can be printed

With the help of these instantiations computations over the corresponding domain can be performed
For example�

� val t	  Cc
times�Cc
gl�f���
��	
����
 Cc
gl�f���
��	
�����
val t	  P ��	
���
�� � Cc
�
� val t�  Qc
times�Qc
gl�f���
��	
���
���
����
 Qc
gl�f���
���
��	
���
�����
val t�  P �P ��
���
���P ��
��	
��� � Qc
�
� print�Oc
f�s�Oc
times�Oc
gl�f��	
��	
��	
��	
��	
��	
��	
��	
����
 Oc
gl�f��	
���	
���	
���	
���	
���	
���	
���	
�������

 ����
���E���
���E�����
���E���
���E�������
���E���
���E�����
���E���
���E����

With the iterated application of the same functor all the necessary structures have been created
Secondly we are interested in deductions about the resulting structures To do this we de�ne a type of

symbolic terms as shown in the following signatures�






signature AbstractRing 
sig

datatype term  Zero � One � Var of string �
Neg of term � Plus of term � term � Times of term � term

val t�s � term �� string
�� 


 ��
datatype sem�eq  EnoughPoints � NotIn of string �� BigInt
bigint

� VarConflict of string
val equal � term � term �� sem�eq
�� 


 ��
val lpEqual � term � term �� bool

end

signature AbstractField 
sig

datatype term  Zero � One � Var of string � Neg of term �
Reci of term � Plus of term � term � Times of term � term

type ring
type field  ring � ring list � ring �� num� constraints� den ��
�� 


 ��
type sem�eq
val equal � term � term �� sem�eq � ring list

val lpEqual � term � term �� bool � ring list
end

The main idea is to encode all operations with a corresponding symbolic term either as a ring element or
a �eld element depending on the deduction to be performed

Furthermore the function t�s transforms symbolic terms into strings These strings can be used for the
communication with the external Larch Prover The coding of �eld elements as described in the previous
section is already done inside SML for e�ciency reasons

These symbolic terms are exploited in the de�nition of a new structure of completely symbolic terms�

structure SymbolicReals 
struct

�� 


 ��
structure F 

struct
type ground  abstractField
term
val dimension  	
type �  abstractField
term
fun g�f x  x
val base  �abstractField
One�

exception Dimension
fun gl�f��x��  x
� gl�f���  raise Dimension

fun f�gl�x�  �x�
val f�s  abstractField
t�s

fun plus�l�r�  abstractField
Plus�l�r�
val zero  abstractField
Zero
fun neg�t�  abstractField
Neg�t�
fun times�l�r�  abstractField
Times�l�r�
val one  abstractField
One

exception ZeroInverse
fun conj�t�  t
fun norm�t�  abstractField
Times�t�t�
fun reci�t�  abstractField
Reci�t�

end
�� 


 ��

end

The substructure F as a symbolic structure for a �eld can now be used as parameter for the functor
Double The so created symbolic structures are used for reasoning All constructions are generic in the
base structure of a symbolic �eld

In order to prove properties for the complex and hyper�complex numbers queries to the Larch prover
are generated automatically Therefore it was necessary to establish a communication between SML and
the Larch Prover which can be seen in the following signature�

signature Lp 
sig

exception LpRunning
exception LpNotRunning
val start � unit �� unit
val terminate � unit �� unit

�



val send � string �� unit �� without a newline ��
val receive � unit �� string list �� in reversed order ��
val reset � unit �� unit

val format � string � int � char list �� string
val normalize � string � char list �� string �� last output ��
val equal � string � string � char list �� bool �� only normal ��

val setProgram � string �� unit
val exeProgram � string �� unit

end

This interface was kept as simple as possible
For the concrete implementation we have been using�

� the SML�NJ compiler � version ��
 which includes also a compiler manager�
� IO�execute � string � string list �� instream � outstream which allows the creation of and
communication with an external process�

� the datatype string for sending and receiving information

Furthermore it is possible to log all actions of the Larch prover to a �le and set a trace level This together
with the possibility to create script �les allows a su�cient control of the ongoing interaction

With the help of the symbolic terms queries for the Larch Prover are generated automatically The
output is transformed into an answer within SML but also the log �le always can be inspected In this
way the following proposition can be veri�ed�

Proposition��
 The following hold�
i� The complex numbers C are a �eld	
ii� The quaternions H are a skew �eld	
iii� The Cayley numbers O are a ring with division	

Since all the constructed structures of complex and hypercomplex numbers are algebras it proves to be
useful to provide a base This base can be used to perform a symbolic evaluation of a test set generated
from this base In particular it is useful to construct counterexamples

It should be mentioned that the generated queries get rather large on the higher dimensional structures
A main problem became the necessity of AC uni�cation Therefore we additionally implemented a semantic
decision procedure for multivariate polynomials over an integral domain

The �rst observation is that terms over a ring are just polynomials Since we are interested in the real
numbers we always have the integers as a substructure Then the following theorem can be applied�

Theorem�� �cf
 �OS���	
 Let I be an integral domain��� �  I�x� and furthermoremax�deg���� deg���� �
m  N	 If there exist m di�erent elements ri  I such that �i  f� 	 	 	mg � ��ri� � ��ri� then � � �	

R and Zare also integral domains Furthermore from I integral domain follows that also I�x� is an
integral domain Thus we have a bound for a �nite set of points such that the semantic test of equality in
these points solves the decision problem �also in the multivariate case�

We conclude by showing a part of the �nal interface for the user which is described by the signature
Symbolic�

signature Symbolic 
sig

structure R �
sig

include FieldLike sharing type ground  abstractRing
term
end

structure F �
sig

include FieldLike sharing type ground  abstractField
term
end

type sem�eq
type provedBy
val combine � provedBy � �unit �� provedBy� �� provedBy

val SemR � �R
ground � R
ground� �� provedBy

� Copyright ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� �	� �
 by AT�T Bell Laboratories
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val LpR � �R
ground � R
ground � �� provedBy
val SemF � �F
ground � F
ground� �� provedBy
val LpF � �F
ground � F
ground� �� provedBy

val proveR � int � �R
� list �� �R
� � R
��� �
��R
ground � R
ground� �� provedBy� �� provedBy

val proveF � int � �F
� list �� �F
� � F
��� �
��F
ground � F
ground� �� provedBy� �� provedBy

�� 


 ��
end

The constants SemR and LpR are the two methods for reasoning about ring elements� SemF and LpF

reason over �eld elements The functions proveR�n� f� m	 and proveF�n� f� m	 check the equality of
two elements in n unknowns where the elements can be produced by providing a list of lenght n to f and
the comparison is done by method m

� Discussion

As bene�ts of the suggested framework wee see the following�

� it allows fast experiments with new structures by examining examples�
� it o�ers the possibility to perform reasoning in a restricted form but general enough to characterize

the number system�
� it is transparent in that the external proofs can be veri�ed from the log �les

Again it should be noted that the functor code for computations and for the deduction was the same The
proofs proceed with respect to properties valid for real numbers which are hard coded

We also want to point out that the involved deductions are not trivial For the step from R to C we
need to perform � operations over R for the multiplication in C  This number gets accumulated by the
repeated application of the Double functor

The communication overhead with the external prover does not play an important role since the
performed deductions are rather time consuming Surely it makes sense to contrast this pure syntactic
approach with semantic methods which provide means for deciding equality for a given structure In our
particular case the inspection of the symbolic evaluation of terms at a generated point set or at points
from the base was useful

Even though in our example there is an obvious decision method� on the other hand this way can be
very costly Meta proofs become a real necessity One direction here could be to �nd a parallel to the
functor Double on the reasoning side to simplify deductions in the higher�dimensional structure

A simple example that certain properties are propagated by the construction is the commutativity of
addition This can be seen just from the de�nition of addition Another time it has to do with the fact
that all the structures are indeed algebras

	 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented an interesting non�trivial example combining computations and deductions The ex�
ample investigates complex numbers� quaternions� Cayley numbers starting from real numbers with the
help of a single generic construction This construction can be used either for computation in the new
structure or to produce a symbolic instantiation for reasoning

The provided functor can also be reused for computations in several ways Here we have shown its
iteration starting from the built�in real numbers or starting from a symbolic structure Instead the input
could be the �eld of rational numbers leading to rational complex and hyper�complex numbers or the input
could be computational real numbers leading to computational complex and hyper�complex numbers

The studied number systems can be classi�ed with the help of mainly equational theories like those
of rings and �elds Since these notions allow the use of term rewriting systems and canonical systems are
known for them it was very natural to incorporate an equational prover � here the Larch prover SML is
not a pure functional language and allows imperative IO � therefore it was easy to communicate with the
external prover via streams using strings as the common data structure

The Larch Prover was chosen because of its functionality and the easy interface This prover supports
several levels of trace and can report all given commands to a �le Polynomial interpretations are provided
as a means to prove termination of term rewriting systems �also AC�

��



The suggested framework is well suitable to study di�erent number systems� to determine their prop�
erties expressible by equations� and to perform test computations Though the actual insight consists of
�nding the underlying general constructions like the duplication method in our example This part heavily
depends on the correct human intuition

As future work we plan to work on further examples of general methods used in the construction of
numbers as outlined in the introduction They can be bundled into a SML library Furthermore these
computational structures are accompanied by tools to support related reasoning mechanisms suitable for
various experiments but also for the teaching to students and newcomers in this area
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A Code for Duplication in SML

signature FieldLike 
sig

type ground
val dimension � int
type �
val g�f � ground �� �
val base � � list

exception Dimension
val gl�f � ground list �� �
val f�gl � � �� ground list
val f�s � � �� string

val plus � � � � �� �
val zero � �
val neg � � �� �
val times � � � � �� �
val one � �

exception ZeroInverse
val sprod � ground � � �� � and norm � � �� ground
val conj � � �� � and reci � � �� �

end

functor Double�structure G � FieldLike
structure F � FieldLike
sharing type F
ground  G
�� �

sig
include FieldLike sharing type ground  G
�

end 
struct

type ground  G
�
val dimension  � � F
dimension
datatype �  P of F
� � F
�
fun g�f g  P�F
g�f�g�� F
zero�
val base  let fun aux ��  ��

� aux �h��t�  P�h� F
zero���P�F
zero� h����aux t�
in aux F
base end

exception Dimension
fun gl�f gl 

let val l  List
length�gl�
fun aux rl � ll  P�F
gl�f�List
rev�ll��� F
gl�f�rl��
� aux �h��t� n ll  aux t �n � 	� �h��ll�

in
if l  dimension then aux gl �F
dimension� ��
else raise Dimension

end
fun f�gl �P�l� r��  F
f�gl�l� � F
f�gl�r�
fun f�s �P�l� r��  ��� � F
f�s�l� � ��� � F
f�s�r� � ���

fun plus��P�a�b��� �P�c�d���  P�F
plus�a�c�� F
plus�b�d��
val zero  P�F
zero� F
zero�
fun neg�P�a�b��  P�F
neg�a�� F
neg�b��
fun times��P�a�b��� �P�c�d��� 

P�F
plus�F
times�a�c��F
neg�F
times�F
conj�d��b����
F
plus�F
times�d�a��F
times�b�F
conj�c����

val one  P�F
one� F
zero�

exception ZeroInverse  F
ZeroInverse
fun sprod�s� �P�a�b���  P�F
sprod�s�a��F
sprod�s�b��
fun conj�P�a�b��  P�F
conj�a�� F
neg�b��
fun norm�P�a�b��  G
plus�F
norm�a�� F
norm�b��
fun reci�v�  sprod�G
reci�norm�v��� conj�v��

end
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